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                            The Hoffman Law Firm has specialized in personal injury law since its foundation in 1998. Christopher S. Hoffmann, the principal of the Hoffman Law Firm, has practiced law in the Missouri and Illinois area since 1997. Prior to founding the Hoffman Law Firm he was affiliated with Zevan & Associates, P.C.



The Hoffman Law Firm has a long and successful track record of securing judgments for victims of car accidents, truck accidents, medical malpractice, drunk driving, boating accidents, dog bites and other similar personal injury cases. The firm has also successfully tried many cases on the behalf of plaintiffs involving product liability, wrongful death, workers compensation, slip and fall injuries and more.



Christopher Hoffman's distinguished legal, business and economic education from St. Louis University has uniquely qualified him to specialize in personal injury litigation. As a personal injury lawyer, his diverse and comprehensive background has provided him with extensive expertise in deposing experts on physical injuries. It has also armed him with the power to successfully litigate to correct the severe economic losses that affected individuals and families can suffer.



On numerous occasions Christopher Hoffman has performed pro bono work to benefit the less fortunate in the St. Louis area and beyond. He has used his considerable legal skills to successfully litigate to improve the rights of the mentally handicapped. He has also effectively fought to improve the legal rights available to battered women.                            
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	Lawyer	Tolin & Zevan, P.C.		1998-1999
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                            	School	Degree	Major	Graduation
	Saint Louis University School of Law	J.D. 	Law School	1998   
	Saint Louis University	M.B.A.	Master in Business Administration	1993
	Saint Louis University	B.S.	Accounting and Economics	1992
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	Illinois	1999
	Missouri	1998
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                            	St. Louis Car Accident Lawyer
Our attorney, Chris Hoffmann, has over 20 years of experience handling accident claims. Over the course of a decade, Mr. Hoffmann has compiled an excellent track record of success in settlements and at trial, recovering millions of dollars for hundreds of clients.

Attorney Chris Hoffmann is respected by his peers and feared by insurance companies. His willingness to go to trial to get you the compensation you deserve leads to better initial settlement offers from insurance companies.

We have established an excellent network of experts and professionals to assess the evidence and testify at trial when necessary. Medical experts, accident reconstructionists and investigators are crucial in most cases for proving liability and damages and procuring maximum compensation. 
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                            	https://www.hoffmannpersonalinjury.com/category/car-accident/
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                                  Christopher Hoffmann has been a Premium Member since March 27, 2018.                                
                                

                                
                                    Lawyers with longer memberships tend to have more experience so we use the Membership date to help prioritize lawyer listings on search pages.
                                
                             

                             	Verified Credentials	Date Verified
	(1999) Licensed as Attorney in Illinois.  Verified with Illinois State Bar Association.	August 21, 2013
	(1998) Licensed as Attorney in Missouri.  Verified with Missouri Bar.	August 21, 2013


                            

                            Above credentials have been verified independently by Lawyer.com.

                            
                                As a service to our visitors and members, Lawyer.com displays the credentials for Premium Lawyer Profiles which Lawyer.com has independently verified.  These are displayed at the at the 'Verified Credentials' table.   Lawyer.com independently verifies these credentials when a lawyer signs up for a Premium Lawyer Profile. Each Premium Profile lawyer also certifies that they are licensed to practice as an attorney in their state, that they are in good standing with their applicable bar, and that they will notify Lawyer.com if this changes while they have an active profile.                            
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What You Should Know About Car Accidents  (2013-08-21 16:03:20)
Car accidents are one of the most common causes of personal injury. Being prepared to deal with an accident and understanding your legal rights and options is very important. Anyone who drives a car should know the basics of what to do in the event of an auto accident.
How Inclement Weather Plays a Role in Truck Accident Litigation  (2013-10-31 12:44:59)
Injuries sustained in a trucking accident have a tendency to be more grave than those from a typical car collision.  This is because of the massive size and weight of these vehicles in comparison to a typical motor vehicle.
How Does Insurance Affect Your Car Accident Claim?  (2013-11-13 12:16:47)
If you have been involved in a Missouri car accident, there are many  factors that affect your accident claim. A car accident lawyer will want to examine the insurance policies of both drivers involved in an accident.
Getting Compensated for Injuries That Present Themselves Later  (2013-11-21 15:41:45)
Some injury symptoms do not always present themselves right away. In addition to seeking medical attention, it is important to get in touch with a car accident lawyer soon after an accident to make sure your rights are protected and you receive compensation for all of your injuries.
The Importance of Retaining an Attorney Who Will Perform a Thorough Investigation  (2013-12-12 17:10:09)
If you have been involved in a car accident, the best way to ensure that you receive the full amount of compensation that you are entitled to is to seek out an attorney that will perform a thorough investigation of your case.
The Dangers Unique to Motorcyclists  (2014-01-07 14:18:18)
Motorcyclists are exposed to many dangers others drivers are not. Being aware of such dangers and working to avoid them is vital for both motorcyclists and those who share the road with them.
Psychological Insight on Personal Injury Claimants of Traffic Accidents  (2014-01-13 16:07:44)
Injuries sustained in car accidents are not just physical. Car accident victims may be entitled to compensation if an accident causes them psychological distress.
Avoiding a Truck Drivers Blind Spots  (2014-01-30 13:14:56)
It is important for drivers of passenger vehicles to be aware of the blind spots of truck drivers. Avoiding these areas can prevent a catastrophic collision.
Common Mistakes to Avoid after a Car Crash  (2014-04-21 12:02:39)
If you have been involved in a car accident due to negligence of another driver, it is your legal right to receive compensation for your loses. Here are some common mistakes to avoid to ensure that your claim for compensation does not become complicated.
Major Bodily Injury From a Relatively Minor Car Accident  (2014-05-07 12:10:30)
Even the seemingly simplest of car accident cases can become complicated by greedy insurance companies trying to save money.  Don’t fall victim to their tactics. Instead, have an astute car accident attorney at your side, to make sure you receive your full compensation.
How Minor Injuries Can Prove "Serious" in the Long Term?  (2014-05-29 16:30:43)
Car accidents can lead to many different types of injuries, some of which are minor requiring minimal treatment, and others severe that can render the victim disabled for the lifetime. Some injuries can even prove fatal.
Do You Have Automobile Insurance Coverage Against Accidents?  (2014-06-25 13:39:30)
Numerous coverage levels are available for anyone who wants to purchase an automobile insurance, but each state has its own set of guidelines.
Appraising the Damage Sustained by a Vehicle in an Accident  (2014-07-01 15:47:12)
Among the most important steps in making an insurance claim is getting an appraisal of the cost of the damage sustained by the vehicle.
Who is Responsible for a Rear-End Collision?  (2014-08-21 13:56:09)
Rear-end collisions are among the most common accidents involving vehicles. Although determining liability in these claims is generally straightforward, there are some instances where unique factors may come into play.
Who Can File a Car Accident Lawsuit and against Whom?  (2014-09-19 17:07:58)
Car accidents can cause considerable injuries and damage. The victim of a car accident can claim damages from the party at fault. However, in many cases it might not be simple to determine liability.
Surviving a Serious Car Accident On the Highway  (2014-10-03 12:54:06)
Because highway accidents typically occur at higher speeds, injuries are often very serious and even fatal.
Is Peer Pressure Putting Your Teenager at Risk for a Car Accident?  (2014-10-10 16:40:28)
Teenagers are under a tremendous amount of pressure from their friends and classmates to act a certain way.
A Car Accident Happens Every 14 Seconds - Who Is Paying?  (2014-10-14 14:01:29)
You are paying the physically and emotionally physical and emotional price of car accidents. Let the person who caused the accident pay the financial price.
Prescription Pain Killers and Driving - A Deadly Mix  (2014-10-29 13:39:24)
Some drivers have tested positive for multiple drug combinations, particularly prescription drugs.
Teen Drivers At Higher Risk For Car Accidents  (2014-11-06 12:11:45)
Going back to school is a busy time for students; it is also a busy time for emergency services as there are a number of car accidents involving teen drivers.
10 Dangerous Driving Habits  (2014-11-13 11:25:36)
Many car accidents occurring on U.S. roads can be attributed to dangerous driving habits.
Car Accidents at Dangerous Intersections  (2014-11-25 12:50:25)
Serious and fatal car accidents often happen in intersections. How can these car accidents be avoided?
Going Off the Road - Failure to Maintain Lane Position  (2014-12-09 13:12:22)
Failure to maintain lane position can cause serious accidents that result in severe injuries.
Avoiding a Car Accident During Rush Hour Traffic  (2014-12-16 11:48:06)
While many rear-end collisions are relatively minor, others are serious that cause severe injuries and extensive property damage.
When Someone Hits You From Behind  (2014-12-23 11:50:11)
Rear-end collisions can range in severity from simple fender-benders to ones causing serious injuries or even death.
Underinsured Motorist Claims in Missouri  (2015-01-06 10:51:03)
An underinsured motorist accident is said to have occurred when the party at fault does not carry adequate coverage to cover the damages arising out of the accident.
Dealing with a Back Injury After a Car Accident  (2015-01-12 12:59:19)
Injury to the spine resulting from a car accident can cause immense pain and disability.
Driving too Fast for Road Conditions  (2015-01-13 11:15:08)
Drivers who do not slow down in adverse weather conditions are a danger to themselves and to others on the road.
Are You Looking for a St. Louis Car Accident Lawyer?  (2015-01-21 11:29:45)
The rapid development in the world today makes accidents an unwelcome fact of life.
Documenting Evidence of Your Car Accident  (2015-01-27 23:47:34)
If you have been involved in a car accident caused by the negligence of another person, preserve any physical evidence of the accident.
Recovering Compensation for an Injured Child  (2015-02-03 13:10:07)
When your child is involved in a car accident, it can be devastating.
St. Louis Car Accidents - Merging into Traffic  (2015-02-25 14:33:22)
Car accidents can happen when a driver tries to merge into traffic or switches to another lane suddenly.
Receiving Compensation as an Injured Passenger  (2015-02-27 13:38:56)
An injured passenger may be entitled to recover damages if they are hurt while riding with someone else.
Reckless Driving - A Leading Cause of St. Louis Car Accidents  (2015-03-05 19:06:20)
Each year in St. Louis, numerous accidents occur because of the failure of drivers to maintain their lane or carelessly switching lanes.
Passing Safely to Avoid a Car Accident  (2015-03-23 15:44:42)
Use the following steps to determine your safe passing time.
St. Louis Car Accidents and Traumatic Brain Injuries  (2015-03-26 18:23:14)
More than 53,000 Americans die each year due to traumatic brain injuries resulting from car accidents.
Why Teen Drivers Are Losing Their Lives in Older, Smaller Cars  (2015-03-27 11:39:22)
When teenage children are old enough to start driving, parents may look to buy an older and smaller car for them.
How to Pass Safely and Avoid a Car Accident  (2015-03-31 12:46:25)
The most important duty of a motorist is to ensure safety on the road and this can be accomplished by driving carefully and prudently.
Car Accidents Involving Pedestrians  (2015-04-07 13:26:11)
In a car accident involving a pedestrian, establishing liability may not always be simple.
Employer Liability in Car Accident Cases  (2015-04-10 13:28:01)
Establishing liability in car accident cases can be an extremely complicated matter involving multiple parties.
Important Information About Semi-Truck Accidents  (2015-04-14 13:07:17)
Establishing liability for an accident between a passenger car and semi-truck can become complex.
What If I am Hurt in a Car Accident with No Insurance Coverage?  (2015-04-21 14:45:44)
If you have been involved in a car accident, in addition to physical pain and mental agony, you may also be struggling with finances in order to pay medical bills and repair costs.
Car Accidents Caused by Automobile Design Defects  (2015-04-28 12:32:30)
Driving a car has become a necessity, and considering the statistics of automobile accidents, it has become a potentially dangerous task that a person performs every day.
Automobile Accidents Involving A Company Vehicle  (2015-05-18 14:40:40)
In a car accident, if the at-fault driver is an employee and was performing his or her duties at the time of the accident, then the employer can generally be held liable for the accident.
Who is Liable for Car Accidents Caused by Bad Roads?  (2015-05-20 13:47:26)
Driver's often assume that a car accident caused by bad road conditions are simply an unfortunate event and no one's fault.
Car Accident Injuries Are Not Always Physical  (2015-05-21 18:43:58)
In addition to physical injuries, a victim of a car accident can also be mentally and emotionally affected by the accident.
Keeping St. Louis Elderly Drivers Safe  (2015-05-29 16:17:39)
A driver’s license and car allows for the elderly to maintain a level of independence that they are not always willing to give up.
Understanding a Structured Car Accident Settlement  (2015-06-04 19:18:55)
Even though it is recommended that you contact a St. Louis car accident attorney after a crash, many choose not to.
Child Passengers Among Biggest Cause of Distracted Driving  (2015-06-11 18:35:24)
Distracted driving is one of the most common causes of car accidents in the United States.
Driving Safely in Construction Zones  (2015-06-18 18:00:59)
Road construction crews will take advantage of warmer weather to repair Missouri roads and construct new highways.
Distracted Driving Automobile Accidents in St. Louis  (2015-07-08 12:53:49)
Distracted driving has been an issue on Missouri roadways for decades, long before smartphones became popular.
St. Louis Car Accidents Involving Senior Drivers  (2015-07-20 17:08:27)
The risk of being injured in a car accident increases as you age. However, there are steps an older driver can take to stay safe while driving.
Missouri Pedestrian Accident Claims  (2015-07-28 14:43:16)
Due to increasing distractions pedestrian accidents are unfortunately becoming more common in Missouri.
Back Fusion Surgery After a Car Accident  (2015-07-30 11:53:40)
Back injuries are one of the most common types of injuries that result from car accidents.
Stages of a Missouri Car Accident Case  (2015-07-31 14:52:31)
The process of filing a car accident claim in Missouri may seem daunting.
Teen Accidents Caused by Inexperience  (2015-08-11 18:44:37)
Primarily due to their inexperience, teens are prone to making mistakes and getting into accidents as a result.
Chest Injury Cause by Seatbelt in a Car Accident  (2015-08-17 16:35:54)
Car accidents are a common occurrence across the United States. While many injuries can be caused by improper seatbelt use, there have been many cases where people have suffered an injury because of seatbelt use.
Pedestrians Hit While Jogging  (2015-08-27 17:43:05)
Joggers and skaters are more likely than other pedestrians to be involved in road accidents
Car Accident Cause by Passing in a “No Passing Zone”  (2015-08-31 18:37:33)
Driving safely is the responsibility of every driver.
Car Accidents at St. Louis Construction Sites  (2015-09-11 13:15:25)
During peak construction season, about a fifth of the American highway system is under construction with over 3,000 sites.
Bone Fractures Resulting from Motorcycle Accidents  (2015-09-18 12:07:38)
Physical injuries caused by a motorcycle accident may vary from simple cuts and bruises to more serious wounds, such as bone fractures and loss of limbs.
Is Negligent Driving in St. Louis Increasing?  (2015-10-14 11:09:41)
With the number of cars on the road rising, drivers are exposed to an increasingly higher risk of being involved in road accidents.
St. Louis Automobile Accident Attorney: Mistakes to Avoid During Your Driving Test  (2015-11-04 21:46:27)
Drivers in the age group of 19 years or younger are more likely to fail their first driving test.
New Report Warns Drugged Driving Dangers Need Urgent Attention  (2015-11-09 18:25:11)
A recent report has stressed the increasingly high prevalence of drugged driving and suggests that law enforcement agencies put more effort into preventing individuals from driving under the influence.
St. Louis Auto Accident Claim - Using Video Evidence  (2015-11-24 18:05:57)
Video and pictures can often be used as evidence to support your car accident claim.
Auto Wreck Attorney St. Louis - Study Shows Drowsy Driving Is a National Epidemic  (2015-12-08 11:09:16)
Drowsy driving is among the most common causes of car accidents across the nation.
Auto Accident Attorney St. Louis: New Study Claims Google Glass is Not Safe While Driving  (2015-12-15 15:03:59)
According to a collaborative study conducted by researchers at the Air Force Research Laboratory and the University of Central Florida, drivers using a Google Glass are more likely than the average driver to get distracted while driving.
Automobile Accident Attorney St. Louis: Driving Again After an Accident  (2015-12-22 11:59:50)
Serious car accidents often leave victims with mental and emotional trauma.
Injured in St. Louis Auto Accident: Dangers of Driving on Ice  (2016-01-12 17:23:20)
Driving on ice is dangerous and significantly increases your chance of being involved in an automobile accident.
Common Automobile Accidents - St. Louis Car Accident Lawyer  (2016-01-21 12:10:24)
Understanding the common reasons behind car accidents in Missouri can help you identify ways to prevent a collision.
St. Louis Car Accident Lawyer - Tips for Driving Alone  (2016-02-01 22:31:48)
Driving alone may put you at a higher risk of certain crimes when exiting your vehicle.
St. Louis Accident Attorneys - Top Causes of Blowout Car Accidents  (2016-02-26 10:59:25)
A tire blowout can result in devastating injuries and even death.
St. Louis Automobile Injury Attorney: Determining Fault & Liability  (2016-03-10 18:09:09)
An experienced attorney can help you determine who was at fault in your auto accident.
Car Crash Attorneys St. Louis: Facial Fractures  (2016-03-25 17:30:02)
Victims of St. Louis car crashes often suffer minor or major facial fractures.
Car Accident Attorney St. Louis - Pedestrian Accidents Involving Wheelchair Users  (2016-04-07 13:48:52)
Studies suggest pedestrians in wheelchair have a higher risk of being injured or killed in automobile accidents.
New Technology to Monitor Teenage Driving - Car Wreck Lawyer St. Louis  (2016-05-06 14:28:14)
Parents often experience anxiety about their inexperienced teen getting behind the wheel of a car.
4 Things You Can Do to Avoid Rear-End Collisions  (2016-05-18 17:28:13)
Most rear-end collisions can easily be prevented by alert and focused driving. Follow these four tips to decrease your chances of being involved in a rear-end car accident.
8 Signs You Haven't Recovered After a St. Louis Car Wreck  (2016-05-26 11:07:42)
In this post we will discuss some signs that you have not completely recovered from your accident and are in need of additional help.
Who Pays Your Medical Bills After a St. Louis Auto Accident?  (2016-05-31 14:42:41)
Are you in financial crisis because of a car accident? We can help you.
Accidents While Pregnant - St. Louis Automobile Wreck Law Firm  (2016-06-07 12:13:40)
Being involved in any kind of automobile accident is frightening, but especially if you are pregnant.
How Much Will a St. Louis Auto Accident Attorney Cost?  (2016-07-05 16:45:09)
Find out why speaking with a St. Louis car accident lawyer is one of the best things you could do after an auto accident.
Construction Zone Accidents - St. Louis Car Accident Law Firm  (2016-07-18 10:31:28)
Be extra cautious when driving in or around construction zones this summer.
St. Louis T-Bone Crash Lawyer on Proving Liability  (2016-07-28 11:14:39)
The risk of serious injuries is higher in t-bone collisions compared to other types of auto accidents. How can you prove who is at fault?
St. Louis Car Accident Attorney Discusses Listening to Music While Driving  (2016-07-29 14:23:02)
A recent study suggests certain types of music may impact driving behaviors more than others.
What You Should Know About Child Concussions - St. Louis Automobile Injury Law Firms  (2016-08-19 10:02:39)
Symptoms of a concussion may not be immediately evident and can be difficult to diagnose.
DUI Daytime Accidents - St. Louis Car Accident Lawyer  (2016-09-06 12:48:56)
Daytime DUI accidents are becoming an increasing danger.
Speeding Car Accident Attorneys - St. Louis Injury Lawyers  (2016-09-08 16:12:14)
Victims of speeding accidents may be faced with huge medical bills and other related costs. To make matters worse, insurance companies may try to take advantage of the victim’s situation, and offer damages that are too low to cover the costs resulting from the accident.
Intangible Losses From Car Accidents - St. Louis Auto Wreck Attorney  (2016-09-21 18:51:03)
Determining non-economic damages is a subjective process, and requires consideration of a variety of factors including any distress, loss or inconvenience that impacted the victim’s quality of life or lifestyle after the car accident.
Traumatic Brain Injuries After a St. Louis Car Accident - Injured in an Accident  (2016-09-29 15:55:31)
In cases where it becomes difficult to prove TBI’s, a family should consult with a St. Louis car wreck lawyer, who will have the experience and resources to help prove your case.
Rear End Collision Accidents - St. Louis Car Accident Attorney  (2016-10-12 21:25:34)
Rear end collisions often lead to more serious injuries than we think, the most common of them being the whiplash.
St. Louis Accident Injury Attorney on Speed Limit Increases  (2016-10-28 12:56:18)
Setting speed limits for rural and urban interstate roads, highways and roads within cities is an important factor in determining road safety, especially in view of increasing motor vehicle accidents and fatality rates.
Long Term Effects of a Concussion after a Car Wreck - St. Louis Attorney  (2016-11-03 14:52:06)
Even low speed accidents can lead to head injuries and concussions.
Amputations Resulting from a Car Accident - St. Louis Injury Lawyer  (2016-11-28 17:02:48)
If you or someone close to you has suffered an amputation as a result of a St. Louis car accident, you should get in touch with an experienced St. Louis car accident lawyer, who can help recover adequate compensation for your injuries and suffering.
Auto Accident Injury Claim - St. Louis Car Accident Lawyers  (2016-12-14 11:13:39)
A St. Louis auto accident attorney can help you understand what your case is really worth.
How Our St. Louis Lawyers Help Car Wreck Victims  (2016-12-28 12:12:48)
Car accidents often result in serious injuries. Here's how an attorney can help you recover and move forward.
Hip and Leg Injuries - St. Louis Car Wreck Lawyer  (2017-01-06 13:00:16)
Here's why drivers are more likely to suffer hip and leg injuries in a front-end crash.
Spinal Cord Injury in an Automobile Crash - St. Louis Attorney  (2017-01-23 12:09:37)
Spinal cord injuries are among the most serious potential injuries an auto accident victim may face.
Accidents Caused by Ignoring Traffic Signals - St. Louis Auto Wreck Attorney  (2017-01-27 13:24:24)
Motorists who fail to follow traffic signals put not only themselves, but other drivers at risk of accidents and serious injuries as well.
Injured in an Auto Fire - St. Louis Car Injuries Lawyer  (2017-01-30 13:31:47)
Burn injuries that are severe enough can leave the victims disabled for a long time, or even lifetime.
Treating a Back Injury - St. Louis Car Accident Attorney  (2017-02-09 11:34:09)
Our St. Louis car accident lawyers discuss how common back injuries resulting from automobile accidents are treated.
Injured in a Speeding Accident - St. Louis Car Wreck Lawyer  (2017-02-20 10:23:12)
If you are in an accident and you think speeding is a factor, you should gather as much evidence in support of your claim as you can.
Ignoring Traffic Signals - St. Louis Automobile Accident Attorney  (2017-02-27 13:34:39)
Disregarding traffic signs is illegal and can lead to liability and legal action, especially if it leads to an accident.
T-Bone Collisions Caused by Negligence - St. Louis Car Accident Attorney  (2017-03-10 15:18:27)
If you or someone close to you has been injured in a T-bone collision, you could be entitled to compensation for your medical bills, lost wages, and pain and suffering from the negligent driver.
Eye Injuries - Corneal Abrasion - St. Louis Car Crash Lawyer  (2017-03-15 18:47:40)
If you have suffered an eye injury such as corneal abrasion in a car accident that was a result of another person’s fault, you may be able to recover compensation for all your losses.
GEICO Auto Accident Claims - St. Louis Car Crash Attorney  (2017-03-27 16:41:36)
If you have been injured in a car accident, and you are trying to negotiate a settlement with GEICO get in touch with a St. Louis accident lawyer at the The Hoffmann Law Firm, L.L.C.
Infant Brain Injuries - St. Louis Car Crash Attorney  (2017-03-30 12:37:05)
Each year, over 1,500 children are diagnosed with mild to severe brain injury.
Dangers on Urban & Rural Roads - St. Louis Car Accident Attorneys  (2017-04-07 10:38:42)
According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), rural roads are more dangerous than urban roads.
Claiming Loss of Income After a Car Accident - St. Louis Attorney  (2017-04-13 16:38:26)
Accident victims should take into account the income that will be lost while they are recovering,
Most Common Car Accident Injuries - St. Louis Auto Crash Lawyer  (2017-05-08 11:59:01)
The most common types of car accident injuries don’t always surface immediately. There are times when seeking medical attention, even when you don’t think you need it, is the most critical step you can take to making sure you aren’t left holding the bag for medical bills long into the future.
What to Do If Your Car Wreck Claim Is Denied - St. Louis Attorney  (2017-05-19 17:36:47)
Some practical steps you can take if your car accident claim is denied.
Rights of Pedestrians - St. Louis Car Wreck Attorney  (2017-05-29 11:35:38)
Missouri law places a lot of emphasis on ensuring pedestrian safety. Drivers are required to exercise extreme care and attention as to where pedestrians are, and they must be on the lookout for them at all times.
Teen Driver Safety in the Summer Months - St. Louis Car Accident Attorney  (2017-06-16 13:35:34)
These are just a few causes that are responsible for a large number of accidents.
Auto Crash Related Back Strains & Sprains | St. Louis Lawyers  (2017-06-26 17:54:40)
A back sprain occurs when the ligaments that connect the bones together are torn or stretched too far. A back strain occurs when the muscles or tendons are torn or stretched too far.
What Makes Distracted Driving Accidents Different - St. Louis Auto Injury Attorney  (2017-07-10 18:09:23)
Considering use of cell phones while driving is illegal, a distracted driver that has caused an accident especially due to the use of cell phones, is generally guilty of not only negligence, but also guilty of knowingly engaging in activity that has put other people’s lives at risk.
St. Louis Underinsured Motorist Accidents - Car Accident Lawyer  (2017-07-13 16:40:23)
If you happen to be in an accident with an uninsured driver, make sure you speak to your St. Louis auto accident lawyer.
Auto Accident in a Rental Car - St. Louis Car Wreck Attorney  (2017-07-19 22:53:30)
In a situation where a rental car driver has been involved in an accident, it is important to establish liability, and to determine whether or not the victim of the accident is entitled to compensation for any injuries they have sustained.
Automobile Wrecks Involving a Car and SUV - St. Louis Lawyers  (2017-07-27 15:02:16)
According to a recent study, when an SUV collided with a passenger car of a smaller size, the death rate of those in the passenger car was 7.6 times higher than the death rate of those in the SUV.
Prevent Smartphone Distraction - St. Louis Car Wreck Attorney  (2017-08-29 12:11:27)
Smartphones have magically changed the lifestyle of all users and, unfortunately, increased the risk of car accidents.
Internal Bleeding Injury After a Car Accident - St. Louis Attorney  (2017-09-13 15:36:57)
Any type of impact to the body can cause internal injuries.
Car Crashes Caused by Running Red Lights - St. Louis Attorney  (2017-09-18 10:43:58)
Research shows that on average, someone runs a red light at an intersection every 20 minutes.
Pain and Suffering Damages - St. Louis Car Accident Attorneys  (2017-09-28 18:33:22)
In this post, our St. Louis car accident attorney will describe the factors that are involved in arriving at a dollar figure for this emotional damage.
Unrestrained Rear Seat Passengers - St. Louis Auto Wreck Lawyers  (2017-10-06 14:06:21)
IIHS Study shows unrestrained rear seat passengers could prove dangerous.
Shoulder Decompression Surgery - St. Louis Car Accident Attorneys  (2017-10-13 19:07:00)
If you are suffering from nerve impingement syndrome after a car accident injury, your doctor may recommend shoulder decompression surgery.
Spinal Cord Injured in a Car Accident - St. Louis Lawyer  (2017-10-31 16:11:44)
One of the most serious injuries a car accident victim may suffer is a spinal cord injury.
Types of Damages in a Car Accident  - St. Louis Auto Wreck Attorneys  (2017-11-21 14:48:21)
If you are in an accident in St. Louis, the first step that you have to take is to determine how much negligence you bear. Once the comparative fault has been calculated, a St. Louis car accident lawyer can help you to decipher what types of damages you may be entitled to and how to calculate them.
Common Causes of Trucking Accidents - St. Louis Auto Crash Attorney  (2017-11-29 20:42:30)
Although all auto accidents can be serious, in cases where there are trucks involved, things tend to be a bit more severe.
Filing an Insurance Claim After a Car Accident - St. Louis Injury Attorneys  (2017-11-30 19:06:36)
Understanding what you should and shouldn't do after a car accident will help protect your right to compensation.
Compensation for Pain & Suffering - St. Louis Car Accident Lawyer  (2017-12-13 16:24:53)
In the end, the insurance company’s main objective is not to compensate you fairly; it is to minimize their own costs.
Should You Call the Police After a Car Accident? - St. Louis Auto Injury Attorney  (2017-12-28 19:00:24)
If you are involved in a car accident, it is imperative that you call the police, even in the case of a minor fender bender.
5 Mistakes That Can Impact Your Auto Accident Claim - St. Louis Attorney  (2017-12-29 16:00:25)
The steps you take after an accident can either help or hurt your case. Make sure not to make these five common mistakes that can leave you holding the financial bag for both your injuries and damages.
Is Hiring a St. Louis Car Accident Attorney Worth It?  (2018-01-08 12:59:10)
If you are wondering if it is worth it to hire a St. Louis car accident attorney, the answer is: it is not only worth it, it can help ensure that you get all that you are entitled to.
Fault in Missouri Car Accidents - St. Louis Auto Accident Attorney  (2018-01-12 14:15:40)
If you are in a car accident in Missouri, the first thing that needs to be determined is who is at fault.
Why You Should Never Borrow Someone’s Car Without Making Sure They Have Insurance  (2018-01-30 10:39:09)
Before you assume that you can just hop behind the wheel and be covered by their insurance should you be at fault for an accident, there are some things that you will want to ask the car owner.
What Is Vicarious Liability and How Can It Impact Your Car Accident Claim?  (2018-02-13 13:46:28)
Before you drive a company car, it is imperative that you know what you can and cannot do when driving it.
What Is the Graves Amendment and How Can It Affect Car Accident Claims?  (2018-02-16 15:56:45)
The Graves Amendment is a federal law that can essentially negate vicarious liability.
Can I Afford an Auto Accident Attorney in St. Louis?  (2018-03-14 17:01:04)
St. Louis Auto Accident Attorneys Have Have No Fee's Unless You Win.
How to Calculate Car Accident Injury Settlement  (2018-03-27 15:34:30)
Since putting a price on someone’s experience of pain and suffering or emotional distress is a very difficult thing to do, the multiplier method and the per diem methods are just an estimate. After all, how can you really put a price on someone’s suffering?
The Settlement Offer Seems Reasonable - Should I Take It?  (2018-04-11 18:04:46)
Insurance companies, like any other business, are in the business of making money. Even though you pay your premium every month, when you get into an accident, their primary concern will not be compensating you.
How Is Comparative Negligence Calculated?  (2018-05-10 15:20:23)
If you are in an accident in Missouri, the at-fault driver is responsible for paying for any resulting damages and injuries. Many times, only one driver is deemed responsible and negligent, however there are times when both parties can be responsible and held liable.
What to Do After a Car Accident  (2018-05-25 18:28:08)
To ensure that you don’t end up doing something you will regret, forgetting something you need to do, or leaving wishing you had done things differently, carry this step by step advice guide with you.
Why Millennials Are More Likely to Be Involved in a Car Crash  (2018-06-05 12:15:44)
Whether you were in an accident with a risky Millennial driver or another driver, it is a good idea to speak with an experienced attorney as soon as possible.
Will Hiring a Car Accident Lawyer Complicate My Case?  (2018-06-13 18:51:09)
There exists a false notion that getting attorneys involved complicates the legal process and slows things down. Many people feel it is best to settle their car accident without hiring a lawyer. Here's why it may not be so simple and you could end up missing out on the money you are legally entitled to.
Car Accident Amputation  (2018-06-21 16:31:07)
Every year in the United States, an estimated 32,000 people suffer from an accident that leads to a traumatic amputee injury.
Car Accident Settlement Pain and Suffering  (2018-06-26 12:37:01)
 If you are injured in a car accident, you are generally entitled to receive non economic compensation for your pain and suffering or emotional distress.
Failure to Yield Car Accident  (2018-07-12 16:01:24)
If someone ran a yield sign and slammed into the back of you, there might be instances when you can be partially to blame.
When to Get an Attorney for a Car Accident  (2018-07-13 19:13:10)
Before you sign for a settlement and accept an offer, it is best to speak with a car accident attorney.
Why Semi-Trucks Are the Most Dangerous Vehicle on St Louis Roads  (2018-07-30 13:59:48)
Semi-trucks can be very dangerous. They are big, carry dangerous cargo, and sometimes have negligent drivers behind the wheel.
How a Pre-Existing Condition Affects Your St. Louis Car Accident Claim  (2018-08-01 20:19:23)
Though no car accident is simple, ones that involve pre-existing conditions are especially complex.
Why You Should Be Careful Using Social Media After a Car Accident  (2018-08-30 23:17:59)
If you are skeptical of the fact that insurance companies will look into your social media, you shouldn’t be.
What to Do If You Get into a Car Accident in Another State  (2018-09-06 18:54:40)
Whether you’re a vacationer or a business traveler, there is always a chance that you will get into a car accident when in another state.
How to Avoid a Car Accident When It's Raining  (2018-09-21 16:12:41)
As the Summer ends in St. Louis, people are getting ready for Fall weather. Part of doing so is understanding the dangers, safety tips, and liability associated with driving in the rain.
How to Drive Safely and Responsibly as a Senior Citizen  (2018-10-29 13:01:28)
There are some unavoidable driving dangers that older people need to understand. This does not necessarily mean they can’t drive, but that they should take extra care in prioritizing safety.
What to Do When Your Child Is Injured in an Auto Accident  (2018-11-01 11:25:01)
Auto accidents are stressful enough when you are the one injured. This stress becomes greater if your child has been injured in an accident.
7 Signs of Traumatic Brain Injury After an Auto Accident  (2018-11-29 14:37:01)
What makes traumatic brain injuries so dangerous is that they affect the most important part of your body.
What to Expect from a Meeting with an Insurance Adjuster After a Car Accident  (2018-12-03 12:16:41)
The first four points on this list are what you’d expect. It is the fifth that might surprise you.
Defining Economic and Non-Economic Damages in Car Accident Cases  (2018-12-13 14:47:00)
One of the most common misconceptions that car accident attorneys run into is clients thinking that they can only obtain compensation for property damage and medical bills.
Why a “Zero Tolerance” Drinking and Driving Policy Might be Best For You  (2018-12-27 16:17:57)
Combining alcohol and driving is incredibly dangerous, which is why many experts recommend a “zero tolerance” policy.
How to Stay Safe When Driving Through Construction Zones  (2019-01-25 20:59:51)
Some areas of the road are more dangerous than others. One of them is construction zones, which frequently close lanes, have different traffic laws, and present a variety of hazards. The good news is that you can get through these stretches of the road safely as long as you adhere to a few basic guidelines.
Failure to Yield Car Accident in St. Louis  (2019-01-29 14:23:59)
There are some drivers out there who believe they have the right of way no matter what. Missouri law doesn’t agree.
Liability in Self-Driving Car Accidents  (2019-02-18 11:45:08)
While the speed at which technology advances is undoubtedly impressive, there are some things that you must consider now that self-driving cars are soon to hit the streets.
What Is Whiplash and Does It Qualify for Compensation After a Car Accident?  (2019-03-04 12:29:06)
You can file a claim for compensation for whiplash caused by a car accident, though the process may, in some cases, prove a bit difficult. Work with a St. Louis car injury lawyer to make sure your claim does not get denied unjustly.
How Can a Pre-Existing Condition Impact Your Auto Accident Claim?  (2019-03-26 21:48:31)
The law in Missouri says if you are the victim of a car accident, then you are generally entitled to compensation, whether it’s for your medical bills, property damages, or even the emotional toll these events can have on you.
How to Document Your Injuries in a Car Accident  (2019-04-12 11:09:00)
If you are in a car accident, there are a few things you need to remember. These can greatly increase your chances of getting a better settlement later on when you and your St. Louis car accident lawyer file a claim.
Dental Injury After St. Louis Auto Accident  (2019-04-22 15:45:40)
Dental injuries may not be the first thing you’d think a person may suffer after an accident. It’s also possible for some patients to have more pressing medical needs that need taken care of, such as fractures and concussions, so dental health issues often get left aside.
4 Myths About Brain Injuries After Auto Collisions  (2019-04-29 12:46:01)
Not all brain injuries are equally severe, just like not all of them will stay with you for your entire life. Here are some myths we keep telling ourselves about brain injuries that have occurred after a car crash:
What If There Is No Police Report After a St. Louis Car Accident?  (2019-05-22 19:37:13)
If you were in a car accident and there is no police report, you should get another type of authorized document that can demonstrate the damage you suffered.
Weather-Related Auto Accident - St. Louis Car Accident Lawyer  (2019-05-22 19:46:54)
Here are some of the most common hazards you may face driving in bad weather and how to avoid them.
How to Spot a Distracted Driver - St. Louis Car Accident Attorneys  (2019-06-27 20:29:41)
Many public campaigns seek to raise awareness on this issue in the hopes that drivers would exert more caution while driving. However, it’s not just limiting distractions that can make for safer roads. Defensive behavior could also protect you from a potential accident.
Compensation for a Traumatic Brain Injury After an Automobile Accident  (2019-06-28 14:14:34)
Even a mild TBI is nothing to ignore. Brain injuries are very serious and can have lasting effects if left untreated, so if you notice any common symptoms of a TBI it’s imperative to seek medical attention at once
3 Warning Signs That You Need a New Car Accident Lawyer  (2019-07-18 17:41:18)
Sometimes it may be something that the lawyer said or did. Other times it just may be a gut feeling. If you don't feel you can trust your attorney completely, then it may be time to look for someone else.
What You Can Do to Help Prevent St. Louis Motorcycle Accidents  (2019-07-23 11:58:00)
A motorcycle can give you the freedom and sense of adventure you are looking for. Keep in mind though that you have a huge responsibility to yourself and others when riding one. Follow these basic safety tips to stay away from harm's way.
Determining Percentage of Fault After a St. Louis Car Accident  (2019-09-03 12:37:49)
Your fault percentage affects how much compensation you get, and if the costs are high, you may be forced to partially cover them yourself.
Blind Spot Car Accident - St Louis Auto Accident Attorney  (2019-09-05 11:55:36)
It’s estimated that around 37% of two vehicle crashes are caused by blind spots, meaning one of the drivers was not able to see the vehicle driving next to them.
How to Stay Safe on Dangerous Missouri Roads - St. Louis Car Crash Lawyer  (2019-10-01 11:10:28)
Beautiful as it may be, driving through Missouri can also be quite dangerous.
Tailgating is a Leading Cause of Car Accidents - Here's How You Can Stay Safe!  (2019-10-15 17:33:04)
One common action that can lead to rear-end collisions is tailgating -  when someone drives too close to the vehicle in front of them.
St Louis Car Accident Lawyer - Always be prepared  (2019-11-28 09:23:52)
It could potentially save your life or the life of another person on the road. Here are six essential items you need in your car for emergencies.
Long Term Consequences of TBI After an Auto Accident  (2019-11-29 11:15:42)
A TBI can lead to incredible medical bills piling up, and an entire shift in your life. If this happened to you, you deserve to be compensated.
The Importance of Seeking the Best Treatment After a St Louis Auto Accident  (2019-11-30 09:10:36)
Medical special damages are a big part of your personal injury claim and the treatment that you will get influences the final amount significantly.
St. Louis Hit and Run Car Accident Involving an Uber Driver  (2019-12-19 22:45:31)
If you’ve been the victim of a hit and run, you’re in for a difficult road ahead. Get in touch with a St. Louis car accident lawyer for a free consultation to see what are your best options.
Why and How You Should Document Your Injuries After a Car Accident  (2020-02-25 20:50:49)
If you've been in a car accident, then you should know that one of the most important first steps to take is to start documenting your injuries. This is not only important for your health and well-being, but it will help you build a strong case that the insurance company cannot deny.
What To Expect During Your a Consultation With a Car Accident Attorney  (2020-03-24 11:42:38)
Your best shot at getting full compensation in a car accident claim is to work with an experienced car accident injury lawyer.
What to Bring to Your Free Consultation with an Auto Accident Lawyer  (2020-04-06 13:57:32)
Victims of car accidents often have to deal with physical and emotional pain. They worry about the time they have to miss from work and the financial strain medical bills may put on their lives. Unfortunately, a lot of them disregard the help of a lawyer thinking that they can't afford one.
How To Handle a St. Louis Hit-And-Run Auto Accident  (2020-05-19 14:57:38)
Hit-and-run crashes are all too common. In the US, there were more than 737,100 hit-and-run crashes in 2015 alone.
Have You or a Loved One Suffered a Traumatic Brain Injury in Missouri?  (2020-06-23 12:57:34)
When it comes to such a serious injury as TBI; you should focus on recovery. Cooperate with your attorney, your, doctors and your loved ones and you will get the fair compensation you deserve.
What Can I Do If the Driver That Hit Me is Uninsured?  (2020-08-15 16:02:15)
To ensure your legal right to compensation is protected, it is a good idea to speak with a St. Louis car accident lawyer as soon as possible after an accident with an uninsured driver. They will defend your rights and negotiate with your own insurance company and other entities that can be held responsible for the damage caused by the uninsured driver.
5 Things You Should Do to Get Full Compensation After a Car Accident  (2020-09-23 11:58:23)
If you have been involved in a car accident, it's important that you do these 5 things to ensure you get the full amount of compensation you are legally entitled to.
Understanding The Risks Of Drowsy Driving In St. Louis, Missouri  (2020-10-20 12:59:51)
A serious car wreck can cause life-changing disabilities, impair your ability to go back to work, and more.
4 Steps to Take After a Car Accident in St. Louis, Missouri  (2020-10-23 18:35:53)
From medical bills to loss of income, an auto accident often comes with a costly aftermath. If you were at no-fault in the car accident, an attorney in Missouri could make the process a lot easier so that you can focus on your recovery.
Can Pictures Taken at the Scene of an Auto Accident Help Your Case?  (2020-11-19 17:20:22)
Building your case requires evidence. An experienced St. Louis car accident attorney can assist you with putting together law enforcers’ reports, statements of eyewitnesses, and your written summary of the incident.
Do You Know What Your Auto Insurance Is Actually Covering?  (2020-12-21 14:39:55)
If you find yourself in the unfortunate situation of being the victim of a car crash, consult first with a St. Louis car accident lawyer before proceeding. Even if you are covered, insurance companies are for-profit companies. They will try their hardest to minimize or deny your claim.
What to Do If the Insurance Asks for Your Medical Records After a Car Accident  (2020-12-23 17:55:33)
Are you going through a car accident claim and dealing with insurance adjusters? Have an experienced St. Louis car accident lawyer by your side and avoid the tactics used by insurers to pay you less than you should receive.
"How Much Money Will I Get from a Car Accident Settlement?"  (2021-01-27 14:43:09)
There isn't a single answer to this question. Each car accident is unique, and the nature and extent of the injuries can differ greatly.
How Insurance Does Work for St. Louis Uber Accidents?  (2021-02-23 17:25:11)
Reach out to a Uber accident lawyer if you were recently involved in an accident as a driver or passenger of a ridesharing service to ensure your legal right to compensation is protected.
Soft Tissue Injury Resulting From a St. Louis Car Accident  (2021-02-25 15:22:54)
Even if you think it is minor, don’t underestimate the serious nature of soft tissue injuries. The best way to ensure that you protect your legal right to the full amount of compensation you will need to recover from your damages and injuries is to consult an experienced St. Louis auto accident attorney after seeking the necessary medical care.
What To Do if You’ve Been Hit by an Uber or Lyft Driver in St. Louis, MO  (2021-03-26 13:02:14)
Dealing with insurance companies after a normal accident can be a complex and stressful experience. Involving rideshare companies adds a layer of difficulty.
What to Do After an Uber Accident in St. Louis, Missouri  (2021-04-05 12:38:15)
With more Uber drivers on the road throughout Missouri, and especially in major cities like St. Louis, the chance of colliding with an affiliated driver is also greater.
Is Texting and Driving Illegal In Missouri?  (2021-04-13 19:25:00)
In Missouri, texting and driving is illegal for drivers under 21 years of age. However, as of now, it is only illegal for drivers 21 years of age or younger.
Why You Should Be Very Careful What You Say After a St. Louis Car Accident  (2021-04-22 18:44:17)
Here is why you should be careful and avoid saying anything that could be interpreted as admitting guilt after a car accident.
How Can a Missouri Car Accident Lawyer Help Your Injury Case?  (2021-05-26 20:25:56)
An experienced Missouri car accident lawyer is the most helpful person in handling personal injury cases. These attorneys most often work on a contingency fee basis, and they negotiate the case well as they get paid only when the claim is successfully resolved.
Your Rights as a Passenger Injured in a St. Louis Auto Accident  (2021-05-28 11:27:39)
Often, passengers who were injured in a car accident are reluctant to file any claims because the at-fault driver was often the one driving the car they were in, making it more likely to be a friend or family member. Here's why you shouldn't avoid pursuing a claim.
Lost Income & Earning Capacity After a St. Louis Auto Accident  (2021-05-28 14:48:31)
When you are in a car accident and are injured, you generally have to file an insurance claim to recover compensation from the party at fault for the accident.
The Benefits of Hiring a St. Louis Car Accident Lawyer  (2021-06-28 12:41:00)
If you have been the victim of a car accident, do no go it alone. Instead, speak with an experienced attorney to learn more about your legal rights and ensure your rights are protected.
3 Common Injuries in Car Accidents Involving Children  (2021-07-06 16:59:18)
There are many different injuries that children can incur, but some are more common than others. Here are the common types of injuries sustained by children in a car accident.
How Can Accident Reconstruction Help Your Injury Claim?  (2021-08-11 19:21:30)
Accident reconstruction generally refers to the process of using scientific principles such as vehicle dynamics, mathematics, and physics to determine the circumstances leading to an accident.
5 Important Steps to Take After a St. Louis Car Crash  (2021-08-30 17:19:31)
When involved in a car accident, several laws and legal procedures need to be followed and are often time-bound. A car accident lawyer can assist with these and ensure victims get the compensation they are legally entitled to.
3 Frequent Asked Questions About Bicycle-Car Collision Accidents  (2021-09-21 10:34:01)
If you were injured in a bicycle-car collision and are having trouble getting answers to some of your bike injury questions, this article is for you.
Where Most Motorcycle Accidents Occur and What You Can Do to Prevent Them  (2021-10-25 13:44:31)
Sadly, motorcycle accidents can occur anywhere and at any time. However, as we will discuss, some locations are more dangerous for motorcyclists.
What Causes St. Louis School Bus Accidents and Who Can Be Held Liable?  (2021-10-25 14:52:27)
When school bus accidents happen, a number of questions come up including: How did the accident happen? And who can be held liable?
5 Dangers of Drowsy Driving - St. Louis Auto Accident Lawyer  (2021-11-30 15:42:31)
Let's take a closer look at the dangers of drowsy driving. We hope this will motivate drivers to get adequate sleep before getting behind the wheel of a vehicle.
Survival Action vs Wrongful Death Claim After a St. Louis Car Accident  (2021-12-16 14:31:39)
Let's take a closer look at survival action and wrongful death to help you learn the difference between them.
Night Driving Tips to Prevent St. Louis Auto Accidents  (2021-12-22 13:23:14)
Driving at night can be extremely dangerous. The following tips can help make night driving for truckers safer.
4 Methods Used to Determine Fault in a Car Accident Case  (2022-01-13 17:57:05)
In order to recover compensation after a St. Louis car accident you must first identify the at-fault party.
6 Shocking Statistics About Car Accidents in the US  (2022-01-25 13:29:13)
Car accidents in the country may not seem that bad until you look up the numbers. Let's consider a few shocking car accident statistics that will likely change your perspective of car accidents in the US.
What Is Post Accident Shock and How Is It Treated After a Car Crash?  (2022-02-28 17:41:25)
Post-accident shock can be very dangerous, so it's important to understand what to look for and how to deal with it.
Chest Pain After a Car Accident - What You Need to Know  (2022-03-10 16:02:03)
Many people experience chest pain after being in a car accident. This article will answer some of the most common questions about chest pain after a car accident. We'll also provide some information on what you should do if you experience chest pain after a car accident.
What You Need to Know About Taking the Witness Stand in a Car Injury Case  (2022-04-13 17:09:27)
This article will discuss the basics of testifying in your car injury claim. We’ll cover topics such as what to expect in court, how to prepare for your testimony, and more.
3 Important Steps a Car Injury Attorney Takes When Evaluating a Case  (2022-05-11 17:29:56)
If you have been injured in a car accident, you may be wondering how your case will be evaluated. What will an attorney look for when determining if you have a valid claim? While every attorney's approach is slightly different, there are certain steps that are generally taken when it comes to examining the facts of a car injury case.
9 Common Car Accident Legal Terms Defined  (2022-06-29 16:44:43)
Being involved in a car accident can be a confusing and stressful experience. There are so many things to consider in the aftermath, from dealing with the damage to your vehicle to seeking medical treatment for any injuries you may have sustained. And the legal jargon can be overwhelming.
Wrist Pain After Car Accident  (2022-06-30 12:43:02)
Drivers often extend their hands to save themselves from the impact of the crash, and their wrists often that get impacted the most. Wrist injuries cause pain and swelling around the joint.
6 Things You Should Tell Your Uber Accident Lawyer  (2022-06-30 15:40:37)
Working with an experienced Uber car accident lawyer is generally your best shot at getting fair compensation after an accident involving an Uber.
4 Common Causes of Wrong-Way Car Accidents  (2022-07-20 15:47:51)
This article will explore the common causes of wrong-way accidents in the hopes that a greater understanding will lead to improved safety on our roads.
3 Terms to Understand After Being Hit by a Drunk Driver  (2022-08-22 13:16:44)
If you have been hit by a drunk driver, familiarizing yourself with these key concepts is a step in the right direction.
What to Do After a Hit and Run Car Accident  (2022-08-23 17:28:16)
If you’ve been involved in a hit and run car accident, you're not alone. The good news is that there are ways to get the compensation you deserve, even if you don't know who hit you.
Back Injury From Car Accident - Common Treatments  (2022-09-12 13:08:48)
While some car accident back injuries can heal on their own with time and rest, others may require more aggressive treatment.
The Dangers of Sideswipe Collisions  (2022-09-19 21:17:24)
Even with side-impact airbags, there is still the possibility of damage to the legs, internal organs, and head in sideswipe collisions.
5 Things Drivers Can Do to Prevent Motorcycle Accidents  (2022-10-19 15:09:35)
These give tips can help drivers reduce the chances of a serious motorcycle collision.
10 Terms Commonly Used in a Car Accident Settlement  (2022-11-10 18:35:39)
We've outlined some of the most common terms used in car accident settlements, as well as their meanings.
Is It Illegal to Wear Headphones While Driving in Missouri?  (2022-11-10 18:50:03)
There is currently no law against using headphones while driving in Missouri. While the Highway Patrol discourages it, there is no law dictating whether or not drivers can use headphones while behind the wheel. However, just because it’s not explicitly prohibited by law does not mean it’s a safe habit.
How Long Will My Car Accident Settlement Take?  (2022-11-22 14:03:59)
We understand your eagerness to put the accident behind you and move on with your life. However, here are some factors to keep in mind.
How Long Do You Have to Get a Lawyer After a Car Accident?  (2022-12-16 15:02:10)
Talking to a lawyer can be extremely beneficial if you have been injured in a car accident. Make sure to speak with one as soon as possible to ensure your rights are protected, and your claim is filed in a timely manner.
Why You Should Be Honest About Your Pain & Limitations After a St. Louis Car Accident  (2023-01-09 15:00:26)
Nothing can be gained by underreporting your pain and limitations to your medical provider. If you have been injured in a car accident and are wondering whether or not to disclose your pain and limitations, being honest and forthcoming about your injuries will ensure that you receive proper treatment and care.
Red Light Car Accident - St. Louis Injury Lawyer  (2023-02-06 18:27:55)
This article discusses the dangers of running red lights and the consequences of this reckless behavior. It explores the reasons why some drivers may run a red light, such as distracted driving, impatience, lack of awareness, or drunk driving. It also highlights the risks of running a red light, including the risk of getting into a car accident or facing legal repercussions such as a ticket or criminal charges.
Dental Injuries Caused by a St. Louis Car Accident  (2023-02-07 16:15:36)
Car accidents can often result in catastrophic force and the face is the most vulnerable part of the body that takes the majority of the impact, leading to dental injuries which can cause long-term pain, infections, tooth loss, misalignment, and financial strain. Common dental injuries resulting from car accidents include dental avulsions, fractured teeth, and tooth luxation.
St. Louis School Bus Accident Lawyer  (2023-02-27 12:46:00)
As parents, ensuring the safety of our children is our top priority, especially when it comes to school transportation. Although school buses are often considered the safest option, accidents can still happen, and it is essential to understand the laws that protect children and the steps parents can take to safeguard their children and seek compensation if necessary.
4 Frequently Asked Questions About St. Louis Uber Car Accidents  (2023-02-27 20:18:47)
You may have many questions if you've been involved in a St. Louis Uber car accident. This article will discuss answers to the most common ones and how to protect your rights and get compensation.
Insurance Company Questions After Car Accident: What to Expect  (2023-03-28 15:48:29)
Car insurers may try to minimize claims by asking tricky questions. It's essential to consult with an experienced attorney before answering them.
5 Common Reasons Your Car Injury Claim is Delayed  (2023-03-31 15:54:47)
Common issues that can delay a car accident claim include lengthy medical treatment, liability disputes, the need for the case to go to court, multiple negligent parties, and little to no proof of liability. An experienced attorney can help you gather evidence, negotiate with the insurer, and represent you in court if necessary.
The Top 5 Reasons to Hire a Car Accident Attorney Near You After a Crash  (2023-04-12 20:50:20)
After a car crash, hiring a St. Louis car accident lawyer near you is crucial. They provide legal knowledge, evidence gathering, negotiation, and court representation to help you get the compensation you need and deserve.
Understanding the Risks of Fearful Drivers and How a Car Accident Lawyer Can Help  (2023-04-26 18:16:59)
Fearful drivers can cause accidents due to slow reaction times, overcautiousness, lack of focus, poor decision-making, and stressful driving.
How a Car Accident Lawyer Can Help You Get the Compensation You Deserve  (2023-05-14 17:09:20)
An experienced car accident lawyer can help you gather evidence, negotiate with insurance, and, if necessary, represent you in court.
The Long-Term Effects of Traumatic Brain Injuries After a Car Accident  (2023-05-17 13:50:37)
"Explore the long-term effects of traumatic brain injuries from car accidents, the legal landscape, and the vital role of a car accident lawyer.
T-Bone Accidents: The Deadly Risk at St. Louis Intersections  (2023-05-22 11:55:02)
T-Bone accidents pose a significant risk at St. Louis intersections, causing severe injuries and financial hardships. Speaking with a St. Louis car accident lawyer can help victims navigate the aftermath, ensuring their rights are protected and they receive due compensation.
How to Seek Compensation After an Accident with an Uninsured Motorist  (2023-06-08 15:47:50)
Uninsured motorist accidents can leave you in a difficult situation, but you have options for seeking compensation. Learn the essential steps to take and how legal assistance can be your greatest ally. Don't let the complexities of insurance companies hold you back. Read on to discover how a Missouri car accident lawyer can help you secure the compensation you deserve.
Elbow Injuries from Car Accidents: What You Need to Know  (2023-06-22 13:54:10)
Understanding elbow injuries from car accidents is key to ensuring proper treatment and handling any potential legal issues. Always seek medical attention after an accident, even if you don't feel immediate pain, and consult with an experienced car accident attorney to safeguard your rights and potential compensation.
Shoulder Pain After Car Accidents: Causes, Symptoms, and Treatments  (2023-06-22 14:41:33)
Shoulder pain after a car accident should never be taken lightly. It's essential to seek prompt medical attention, follow through with the prescribed treatment, and consult with an experienced car accident attorney.
Top 5 Reasons to Hire a St. Louis Car Wreck Lawyer  (2023-07-10 16:15:53)
Discover the top 5 reasons to hire a St. Louis car wreck lawyer. Secure justice and healing after a car accident with expert help.
How to Secure Fair Compensation After a St. Louis Car Wreck  (2023-07-11 15:29:54)
Navigating the aftermath of a car wreck can be complex and stressful, but with the right guidance, securing fair compensation is achievable. This article provides a general guide on how to handle the situation post-accident.
Finding the Right Auto Accident Lawyer Near Me in St. Louis  (2023-07-16 17:34:37)
When faced with the aftermath of an auto accident in St. Louis, navigating local legal intricacies is made simpler with a local attorney. This article explores why finding an "auto accident lawyer near me" is crucial.
Car Crash Lawsuits in Des Peres, Missouri: A Detailed Overview  (2023-07-20 13:07:46)
Navigating the complex landscape of car crash lawsuits in Des Peres, Missouri, necessitates understanding key legal principles such as negligence, the statute of limitations, damages, and comparative fault. In this stressful period, the support of a seasoned car accident attorney, such as those at The Hoffmann Law Firm, can be invaluable. Offering 24/7 availability, our dedicated team is ready to guide victims through the process, ensuring they are well-represented in their pursuit of justice and rightful compensation.
Navigating Car Accident Claims: Insights from a St. Louis Car Accident Lawyer  (2023-07-27 13:01:08)
Facing a car accident is never easy, but understanding your legal rights and having an experienced lawyer by your side can make the process less daunting.
What Does Contingency Fee Mean in St. Louis Car Accident Cases?  (2023-08-03 15:13:34)
A contingency fee means a lawyer's payment depends on a case's successful outcome. The lawyer gets a percentage of the settlement if won, otherwise no fees are charged.
When to Hire a Car Accident Attorney in St. Louis  (2023-08-03 18:48:24)
Hire an attorney immediately after an accident, especially in cases of serious injury, disputed liability, uninsured parties, or unfair settlements.
What Does a Car Accident Lawyer Do?  (2023-08-04 15:12:12)
A car accident lawyer helps victims navigate legal and insurance systems, ensures their rights are protected, and pursues rightful compensation for damages.
Wrongful Death Claims After an Auto Accident in St. Louis  (2023-08-21 20:37:40)
Understand wrongful death claims in St. Louis after auto accidents. Learn about eligibility, timelines, and how a car accident lawyer can help.
How Long After a Car Accident Can Injuries Appear?  (2023-09-14 15:21:54)
Injuries can appear immediately to weeks after a car accident; always consult a doctor and attorney for personal guidance.
Why Eyewitness Accounts Matter in St. Louis Auto Crashes  (2023-09-20 23:56:28)
Eyewitness accounts in St. Louis auto crashes provide impartial, timely details, often clarifying fault and influencing verdicts. Consult The Hoffmann Law Firm.
What to Do When the At-Fault Driver Lies About a Crash in Missouri  (2023-10-23 13:34:44)
When an at-fault driver lies about a crash in Missouri, document everything, find witnesses, contact police, get medical attention, and consult a Missouri car crash attorney.
The Consequences of Leg Crush Injuries in Auto Accidents  (2023-10-23 17:26:54)
Leg crush injuries from auto accidents can lead to bone fractures, nerve damage, muscle trauma, and financial strain.
Medical and Legal Implications of Head Injuries from St. Louis Car Crashes  (2023-10-25 17:47:01)
Head injuries from St. Louis car crashes can lead to severe health issues & legal complexities. Speak with a St. Louis car crash lawyer for tailored advice.
Understanding Spinal Cord Injuries After a Car Accident  (2023-11-03 15:42:33)
Spinal cord injuries can cause permanent changes in strength, sensation, and other body functions below the injury site. A St. Louis spinal cord injury lawyer can help you pursue compensation after an accident.
Top 10 Things to Do Immediately After a Car Accident in St. Louis  (2023-11-14 11:50:12)
Each car accident case is unique, and generalized advice can't replace the insights of a seasoned attorney. At The Hoffmann Law Firm, we have over 25 years of experience handling car accident cases in St. Louis.
How to Handle Rear-End Collisions in St. Louis  (2023-11-15 17:21:36)
Handling a rear-end collision in St. Louis can be challenging, but with the right legal strategy, you can navigate the process effectively.
Navigating the Aftermath of a Crash With a St. Louis Auto Accident Attorney  (2023-12-05 11:00:45)
Discover essential steps to manage the aftermath of a car accident in St. Louis with this informative article. Learn how to navigate local laws, handle interactions with police and insurance companies, and understand the importance of immediate actions post-accident for protecting your rights and securing fair compensation.
What to Do if the Other Driver in a St. Louis Car Crash Doesn't Have Insurance?  (2023-12-11 11:14:40)
Discover what to do after a St. Louis car crash involving an uninsured driver. Learn essential steps and the importance of consulting a car accident lawyer.
Choosing an Uninsured Motorist Lawyer in St. Louis  (2023-12-21 12:48:42)
Learn why St. Louis residents need skilled legal guidance for uninsured motorist accidents and how The Hoffmann Law Firm can assist.
Can I Claim for Lost Wages After an Auto Accident in St. Louis?  (2024-01-09 17:15:13)
Learn how to claim for lost wages after a St. Louis auto accident and why consulting a St. Louis car accident lawyer is crucial.
What to Do If a Child Is Injured in a Car Accident in St. Louis?  (2024-01-16 12:18:22)
Understanding the right steps after a child's car accident in St. Louis is crucial for their safety, legal rights, and dealing with insurance.
What Does a Car Accident Lawyer Do?  (2024-02-08 12:26:18)
Discover how a car accident lawyer can guide you through legal processes, negotiate with insurance companies, and secure fair compensation.
Immediate Steps to Take After a Car Accident in St. Louis  (2024-02-08 13:49:52)
Learn the essential steps to follow immediately after a car accident in St. Louis to safeguard your health, rights, and future claims.
Understanding Your Legal Rights in St. Louis Hit-and-Run Accidents  (2024-02-19 18:46:13)
Explore your legal rights following a hit-and-run accident in St. Louis, the role of a car accident lawyer, and the steps to obtain fair compensation.
Understanding Personal Injury Protection After a St. Louis Car Accident  (2024-02-22 13:39:40)
Understand Personal Injury Protection (PIP) and its role in St. Louis car accidents. Discover why legal guidance from a car accident lawyer can be crucial for navigating claims.
The True Cost of a Car Accident in St. Louis: Financial, Emotional, and Beyond  (2024-03-14 12:24:45)
Car accidents in St. Louis carry significant financial, emotional, and societal costs.
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